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The Tartans Map of Scotland illustrates Scotland's clans, tartans and family names and is officially approved by the Scottish Tartans Authority. This beautifully illustrated map is both decorative and informative. The map includes: * 247 tartans with clan/family names, alphabetically arranged for easy look-up, from Abercromby to Young. * Territories map of principal clans at the beginning of the 17th century. * Historical background to clans and tartans. * Internet links for more information. The most distinctive feature of Scotland's history is arguably that of the clan. Highland dress and the tartan is a powerful symbol of the wearer's pride in their Scottish ancestry and in Scotland itself. Also available as a wall map (ISBN 978-0-00-748589-5). Other titles in the series include: Castles Map of Scotland Whisky Map of Scotland Scotland of Old Clans Map
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**Customer Reviews**

Very interesting. especially the 1700s. map of Scotland. I even found a tartan from my great great grandmother, who I did not realize was Scottish! Heavy paper, and suitable for framing if anyone wanted something this large framed.

Detail is very good. Accuracy, I can't speak to since I brought this to learn about Scotland. Seems my ancestors had a connection. From the detail and amount of work obviously put into this product, I don't think accuracy would be overlooked.
Excellent foldout for display at Scottish Highland Games! It's very strong and will hold up for many years. Great investment!

I bought this to help people locate their clan and Tartan at the Clan tent during various highland events, it has proved to an invaluable tool.

If you are Scottish or just want to learn about the Scottish tartans this map is excellent.

just received my map of Scotland of old.both maps cause my highland heart swell up with pride.best regards from an American boy whose heart is still in a small town in the island of mull.

This is a great map of all the different plaids and the territories or clans in which they originated. I just loved this!

Map is not well folded and has crease in one area and bent edges. Otherwise, content was just what I wanted.
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